PERSONALISATION

APPLICATION PROCEDURE → ADMISSION → IDENTIFICATION AND RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING → PLANNING OF COMPETENCE ACQUISITION AND DEMONSTRATION* → ACQUIRING COMPETENCE → DEMONSTRATION AND ASSESSMENT OF COMPETENCE → VALIDATION OF COMPETENCE

Personal competence development plan = PCDP
(drawing up, approval, monitoring, updating, career planning)
WHAT, HOW, WHERE, WHEN?

INFORMATION
ADVICE
GUIDANCE

SELECTING OF QUALIFICATION, EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADMISSION DECISION

JOINT APPLICATION PROCEDURE
CONTINUOUS APPLICATION PROCEDURE

REVIEW AND SPECIFICATION OF GOAL
IDENTIFICATION AND RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
PLANNING OF MEASURES TO ACHIEVE GOAL

DIRECT ACCREDITATION

ASSESSMENT BASED ON DOCUMENTS OR ACCOUNTS

Has the goal set in the PCDP been achieved?

ACHIEVEMENT OF GOAL CERTIFICATE

REGISTRATION OF ACQUIRED COMPETENCE

ACQUISITION OF MISSING COMPETENCE

DEMONSTRATION AND ASSESSMENT OF COMPETENCE

FEEDBACK ON COMPETENCE

Employment Further studies Professional development

Has the prior learning correspond to the vocational unit being completed?

Has a competent authority assessed and validated the prior learning?

Does the prior learning meet the qualification requirements?

Does the student have prior learning?

Has the prior learning correspond to the qualification requirements?

Does the student have prior learning?

*D agreements on training organised at workplace

? Competence needs of individuals
? Competence needs of working life and workplace
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